We may assume (by a trivial preliminary embedding) that the given set A has no least cofinal residual set, i.e., the set of maximal elements is not cofinal. Let S be the set of all pairs (T, a) such that aET and T is cofinal residual in A. We define (7\, cti)>-(72, a2) if TiET2 or Ti = T2 and ai>a2. We define <p(T, a) =a. Thus we see that (S, > ) is directed and therefore cofinal residual reduces to residual. Now if we replace (A, a) by a, we see that Theorem. Every partially ordered set (A, >) can be embedded in a directed set (B, >) in such a manner that for any function f on A, the "natural" extension of f to B decides for precisely those sets for which f decides.
